The Benefits of Automated Discovery and Application Mapping

> Provides a business and service view rather than a pure technology perspective
> Simple User Interface that the service owners understand
> Automates the production of code
> Monitors and flags changes to the application topology
> Integrates with mX for Datacentre migrations
> Turns information into intelligence and puts it at your fingertips
> Makes it affordable and realistic to map your entire Application estate
> Increase productivity and ADDM management through single pane of glass
> Increase productivity and reduce ADDM management costs
> Easy to use reporting for all levels of stakeholders
> Improved Data Quality increases confidence and accelerates progress

“We are now able to map an average of 60 applications per week. Previously I’d seen us achieve 25 in three months.” Infrastructure Manager – FMCG customer
Xceed Group and KTSL are a natural fit – just like ADDM, uControl and mX are a great fit for Datacentre migrations.

KTSL is our preferred BMC partner who we have worked with on many occasions. They are an Elite ESM Partner and the longest serving BMC re-seller in the UK. Gartner recognises BMC’s ADDM as the leader in the field of application discovery and mapping.
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To succeed with critical IT initiatives such as cloud computing, virtualisation, asset, software and license managed you first need answer questions such as - “What do I have?” and “How is it connected?” With uControl and BMC’s ADDM it has become faster and more efficient to answer those questions.

Automated discovery accelerates application and dependency mapping. It identifies the services you have running, what kit they’re running on, where it is and how they’re all connected.

You gain clarity and get better control of your estate to accelerate change initiatives such as datacentre migrations. It also helps with auditing and compliance, change impact analysis and enables ongoing monitoring of business services.

ADDM scans the IT estate and identifies what hardware, software and business applications are in use. It identifies what is talking to what, which helps to map business applications and services.

Application mapping is a useful exercise but doing it well can be time consuming and expensive as it requires specialist expertise. This means that organisations tend to use expensive external consultants.

uControl challenges the status quo by putting you in control of ADDM. It removes the need to learn complex scripting languages and reporting.

Whether you’re thinking about moving to BMC ADDM or have been using it for years you’ll be amazed at what it can do when you add uControl and our services.

How can ADDM & uControl help?
Traditional methods can take many days to map each application due to delays in getting the business owners to provide the required information.

uControl has a simple user interface and ADDM best practice as standard. It centralises ADDM management in a smarter way than ever before and provides policy reporting across multiple appliances.

BMC ADDM is recognised as the best application discovery and mapping solution available. By combining ADDM with uControl and some expert advice you can dramatically reduce the time to map business applications and centralise the administration of BMC ADDM.

If a Datacentre migration is driving your discovery and application mapping needs you might be interested in learning about mX - a unique migration platform and service.